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PRIMARY SOURCES

Manuscripts and Unpublished Writings

Holdings include correspondence, college notes and essays, travel notes and diaries, unpublished manuscripts, clippings and books. Unpublished writings include “Battle Call” (poem); “The Breakers” (poem); “Comparison of Romeo and Juliet” (college theme); “Doctrine” (poem); “Doubts About Enforcing Peace”; “The Fallen” (poem); “The Justice of the Story” (college theme); The Major Chord (play); “Man” (poem); “A Modern College”; “New Love and New Religion” (essay); “Outline of a Proposed Autobiographical Novel”; [Untitled] “Progressive Educators”; “Sex and Ferryboats”; “Sketches” (poems); “Song for a Little Boy” (poem); “A Spring Song” (poem); “A Study of the ‘Suburbanizing’ of a Town and the Effects of the Process upon Its Social Life” (Master’s thesis); “Twilight” (poem); “Two Sonnets on Youth”; “The War of Cultures”; “What Plato Means to Me” (college theme).


* Bourne’s Published Works*

“Seeing, We See Not.” *Columbia Monthly* 9 (February 1912): 133–35.


Letter to Editor. *Columbia Spectator* (February 24, 1913). Re: Columbia University’s hiring of “scrubwomen” to clean student dormitories and lecture halls.


Letter to Editor. *Columbia Spectator* (March 1, 1913). Re: the “scrubwomen” controversy.


The College Lecture Course as the Student Sees It." *Educational Review* 46 (June 1913): 66–70.


"In the Mind of the Worker." *Atlantic Monthly* 113 (March 1914): 375–82.
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"When We Went to School." *New Republic* 2 (February 27, 1915): 101–3.

“Who Owns the Universities?” *New Republic* 3 (July 17, 1915): 269–70.
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"Below the Battle." *Seven Arts* 2 (July 1917): 270–77.
"A War Diary." *Seven Arts* 2 (September 1917): 535–47.
"Conscience and Intelligence in War." *Dial* 63 (September 13, 1917): 193–95.
"Twilight of Idols." *Seven Arts* 2 (October 1917): 688–702.


“Quadrangles Paved with Good Intentions.” *Dial* 64 (February 14, 1918): 151–52. Review of *The Undergraduate and His College* by Frederick P. Keppel.


“Traps for the Unwary.” *Dial* 64 (March 28, 1918): 277–79.


“Purpose and Flippancy.” *Dial* 64 (June 6, 1918): 540–41. Review of *His Second Wife* by Ernest Poole and *The Boardman Family* by Mary S. Watts.


“Mr. Bennett Is Disturbed.” *Dial* 65 (July 18, 1918): 72. Review of *The Pretty Lady* by Arnold Bennett.


**Bourne’s Posthumous Publications and Reprints**


Four essays, previously published, and first publication of "Old Tyrannies" (fragment) and "The State" (fragment published in incorrect sequence).


Nineteen essays, previously published.


Letter of March 27, 1918.


Thirteen letters, not all complete.

"Randolph Bourne: Letters (1913–1914)" and "Randolph Bourne: Diary
Nine letters, not all complete.
Ten letters, not all complete.

Nineteen essays, previously published.

Twenty-one essays, previously published.

Twenty-four essays and four letters, previously published, and first publication of fourteen letters, not all complete.


Two hundred nineteen letters from manuscript collections and personal sources.
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*Manuscript Collections*
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Unpublished Works


Published Works
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